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We Sing for Peace…

… Honoring Lived Lost in the New World
Convidando Está la Noche Juan Garcia de Zéspedes (1619-1678)

Taylor Benitez, Christian Quiles, Karissa Horsford, Camille Bourland, David Peer, David Robusto, Manuela Baraniuk, Cassandra Dailey, Zoya Davis, Cody Paul, Benjamin Miller, Marisa Frigoletto, Marisha Schwab, Jolanis Alexander, André Solomon, Bradley Meader, soloists

Oh Let Me Fly Traditional Spiritual arr. Dan Davidson (b. 1956)

Wangol Traditional Haitian arr. Sten Källman (b. 1952)

Justine Thompson, Ryan Staskowski, Marisa Frigoletto, soloists

Wangol, you are leaving. When will I see you again? The country is changing.

… Searching for Hope and Love
With the Voice of Joy and Thanksgiving George Fredric Handel (1685-1759)

Ubi Caritas Ola Gjeilo (b. 1978)

… Grieving with Those Who Have Endured Much Suffering
In Syria and Armenia
Yal Asmar Ellon Traditional Song from Syria

Edward Torikian (Armenian Composer) (b. 1952)
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In Bosnia and During the Holocaust

Ne Sedi, Djemo! Bosnian Folk Song arr. Steven Sametz (b. 1954)

Ani Ma’amin Liturgical Holocaust Melody arr. John Conahan

Megan Murphy and Madeline Goynor, soloists

Do Not Stand at my Grave and Weep Laure Farnell (b. 1975)
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